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We present a minimal model of an incompressible flow in square duct subject to a slight curvature. Using
a Poincare´-like section we identify stationary, periodic, aperiodic and chaotic regimes, depending on the
unique control parameter of the problem: the Dean number (De). Aside from representing a simple, yet
rich, dynamical system the present simplified model is also representative of the full problem, reproducing
quite accurately the bifurcation points observed in the literature. We analyse the bifurcation diagram from
De = 0 (no curvature) to De = 500, observing a periodic segment followed by two separate chaotic regions.
The phase diagram of the flow in the periodic regime shows the presence of two symmetric steady states,
the system oscillates around these solutions following a heteroclinic cycle. In the appendix some quantitative
results are provided for validation purposes, as well as the python code used for the numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations.
PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here
Keywords: Navier-Stokes equations, deterministic chaos, curved flow, Dean vortices
The flow in a curved square duct is governed by
the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations in polar coor-
dinates. The dynamics of this kind of flow can
be rather complex, with stationary, periodic or
chaotic regimes depending on the flow parame-
ter, namely the Reynolds number, and the non
dimensional curvature of the duct. Starting from
these equations we derive a minimal model for
this problem, in line with that introduced by
Dean 1,2 , Dean and Hurst 3 . The numerical so-
lution of the new set of equations is drastically
simplified with respect to the polar NS equations,
but the richness of the problem is kept. The
present model, aside from being a simplified tool
to calculate the flow in a bent duct, is an interest-
ing dynamical system ranging from stationarity to
periodicity, aperiodicity and chaos, all depending
on a single control parameter, namely the Dean
number.
I. INTRODUCTION
The appearance of two symmetric counter-rotating sec-
ondary vortices is a well known phenomenon in the lam-
inar curved pipe and square duct flows, which show
qualitatively identical behaviours. The first experimen-
tal observations date back to the beginning of the 20th
century4. A more quantitative understanding of the
problem was provided soon after by Dean 1,2 and later
by Dean and Hurst 3 , who proposed a simplified model
a)Electronic mail: damien.biau@ensam.eu
for the flow in a pipe or square duct subject to a slight
curvature, based on a truncation of the Navier-Stokes
(NS) equations written in polar coordinates. The model
depends on a single control parameter (that has been
known ever since as the Dean number -De-), it is two-
dimensional and stationary. It provided a first insight on
the structure of the counter rotating vortices and their
effects on this type of flows, especially on the pressure
drop. Despite some further analytical studies5,6 most of
the works that followed7–12 relied no longer on Dean’s ap-
proximations. The rapidly developing computational re-
sources allowed for the solution of the complete NS equa-
tions in two dimensions (2D), also taking advantage of
the geometrical lateral symmetry of the problem. These
studies showed the presence of an additional couple of
counter-rotating vortices, produced by the Go¨rtler insta-
bility on the concave wall, situated at the outer part of
the duct. This instability appears for high enough curva-
ture and flow velocity through a subcritical bifurcation13,
this subcriticality is strongly linked to the arbitrary im-
posed lateral symmetry. In particular Cheng, Lin, and
Ou 9 performed a parametric study for different Dean
numbers showing that for increasing De the flow evolved
from 2 to 4 vortices, sometimes referred to as circulation
cells, returning to a 2 cells structure and subsequently
back to 4 cells, hence bearing a non trivial dependence
on De. For a more extensive review on the early works
on the subject see Ref 14 and 15.
Winters 16 largely contributed to the understanding of
this problem, specifically referring to the square duct
case, clarifying some important aspects. He gave a quan-
titative criterion for the distinction between low and high
curvature, showing that for h/R > 0.05 (h and R being
the duct height and the curvature radius respectively)
the bifurcation scenario is governed by two independent
parameters, the Reynolds number Re and the geome-
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try h/R, whereas for h/R < 0.05 the curvature can be
considered as weak and the dynamic is governed by a
single control parameter, De = Re
√
h/R. In addition,
he shed light on the effect of the symmetry hypothesis,
which was found to artificially stabilise the 4-vortices so-
lution, thus altering the 2 to 4-cells bifurcation, which
was earlier deemed subcritical13 but is in fact a supercrit-
ical pitchfork bifurcation. Most importantly Winters 16
performed a parametric study by varying the two control
parameters. He presented, for the first time, a bifurca-
tion diagram above the steady state originally obtained
by Dean 1 60 years before. An open question remains: is
it possible to retrieve the results of Winters 16 using the
Dean simplification? Indeed, a valid simplified model
would have a great interest for more complex flows.
As an example of complexity, turbulent flows in duct
or pipe are impacted by curvature. White and Apple-
ton 17 , Taylor 18 experimentally demonstrated that it has
a stabilising effect, increasing the critical Reynolds num-
ber with respect to the straight case. Sreenivasan and
Strykowski 19 showed that a turbulent flow entering in a
coiled section becomes laminar and becomes again tur-
bulent in the subsequent straight section. Recently the
laminar to turbulent bifurcation was shown to change
from subcritical, in the straight case, to supercritical
for large enough curvatures, with a smooth transition to
turbulence20–24. For a complete review on the effects of
curvature on turbulence the reader is referred to the re-
cent review by Kalpakli Vester, O¨rlu¨, and Alfredsson 25 .
Whether or not a 2D model can be representative of
the real flow even in the non stationary regimes is de-
batable. Some authors26–28 assert that this is the case
at least in the periodic regime, implying the presence of
travelling waves, which were indeed experimentally ob-
served by Mees, Nandakumar, and Masliyah 29,30 . In any
case the 2D curved duct problem is per-se an intriguing
dynamical system, with several bifurcations depending,
formally, on two control parameters, characterising the
flow and the geometry.
In this paper we propose a more extensive use of
Dean’s model, which is modified correcting an inconsis-
tency present in original formulation by Dean 1,2 , Dean
and Hurst 3 . Moreover it is time dependent and 2D in
this work, but can be extended to 3D cases. Alike in
Dean’s model there is one single control parameter (De)
and the problem is in Cartesian coordinates, which sim-
plifies the numerical solution. Despite the simplicity of
this formulation the complexity of the problem is pre-
served, the bifurcations are recovered depending only on
De. The outline of the paper is as follows: in section
II we introduce the simplified model, clarifying the hy-
potheses that allow its derivation from the NS equations
in polar coordinates and the scaling law between the ref-
erence quantities. Section III will give a broad view of
the bifurcation scenario that characterises the problem,
we will introduce the methodology used to calculate the
time periods and we will compare the critical Dean num-
bers given by the model with literature results. We will
then focus on the periodic regime, analysing the depen-
dence of the oscillation period on the Dean number, and
then analysing the spectrum of time series and the pe-
riodic orbit at De = 130. We will then analyse the be-
haviour at high Dean number -De = 104- which shows
spatio- temporal complexity, with vortices present in the
whole domain, contaminating the 4 walls, with a multi-
scale distribution. In appendix we provide details about
the program used in this article, the script is made avail-
able in the last section.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We start from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in polar coordinates. The nabla operator in 2D
polar coordinates is
∇ :=


∂
∂r
+ 1
R+r
∂
∂z

 (1)
where r, z are the radial and axial coordinates respec-
tively and R is the centerline curvature radius. In the
following (x, u); (y, v); (z, w) denote the local Cartesian
system in streamwise, radial and cross stream directions
and velocities, respectively, with
y := r +R ≈ R
dy = dr
If we assume that the non dimensional curvature is
weak , namely h/R ≪ 1 with h being the duct height,
then the global polar coordinates can be approximated
by the local cartesian coordinates.
The simplified model by Dean 1,2 , Dean and Hurst 3 is
based on the hypothesis that h/R≪ 1 as in the present
paper, but using one characteristic velocity. By trun-
cating the equations at order h/R Dean neglected most
of the additional terms in the equations in polar coor-
dinates, but arbitrarily kept the Coriolis acceleration,
which is formally also of order h/R. Thus this term
should be neglected, but in that case we would suppress
any curvature effect. This issue can be overcome by us-
ing two different velocity scales Ub, V0 for streamwise and
spanwise directions, Ub is the streamwise bulk velocity
Ub :=
∫
S
U dS. (2)
By doing so, we build a minimal model, the curvature
effect being reduced to a single term in a cartesian frame-
work: the Coriolis acceleration −u2/R. The relationship
between the reference quantities stems from the assump-
tion that the order of magnitude of the centrifugal term
u2/R in the momentum equation for y is the same as
that of the non linear terms. We have
V 20
h
=
U2
b
R
=⇒
V0
Ub
=
√
h
R
(3)
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By injecting this scaling law in the equations and neglect-
ing the terms of O(h/R) or higher, we obtain
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 (4a)
∂u
∂t
+De
(
v
∂u
∂y
+ w
∂u
∂z
)
= −
dP
dx
+
∂2u
∂y2
+
∂2u
∂z2
(4b)
∂v
∂t
+De
(
v
∂v
∂y
+ w
∂v
∂z
− u2
)
= −
∂p
∂y
+
∂2v
∂y2
+
∂2v
∂z2
(4c)
∂w
∂t
+De
(
v
∂w
∂y
+ w
∂w
∂z
)
= −
∂p
∂z
+
∂2w
∂y2
+
∂2w
∂z2
(4d)
Note that the additional term for the curvature (−De u2)
has been highlighted with a bold character.
De = Re
√
h
R
, with Re =
Ubh
ν
(5)
are respectively the Dean and Reynolds numbers and
u =
u∗
Ub
v, w =
v∗, z∗
V0
p =
p∗h
µV0
t =
t∗U2
b
ν
y, z =
y∗, z∗
h
(6)
are the non-dimensional variables, with ∗ denoting the
dimensional quantities.
The pressure gradient dP/dx in the streamwise mo-
mentum equation 4b is the forcing term allowing the fluid
motion. It must be distinguished from the hydrodynamic
pressure p(y, z, t) present in the other equations.
On the wall we impose the no-slip boundary condi-
tions. Details about the numerical method are provided
in appendix A in addition with the python program.
The solutions can be distinguished according to their
symmetry in the spanwise direction (z):
• symmetric solutions
u(0.5 + z) = u(0.5− z)
v(0.5 + z) = v(0.5− z)
w(0.5 + z) = −w(0.5− z)
• antisymmetric solutions
u(0.5 + z) = −u(0.5− z)
v(0.5 + z) = −v(0.5− z)
w(0.5 + z) = w(0.5− z)
III. RESULTS
A. Bifurcation diagram
In order to determine whether the system is station-
ary, periodic, aperiodic or chaotic we use a Poincare´ like
section based on the three following criteria:
• v = 0
• ∂v
∂t
< 0
• w < 0
measured in a specific point located at the centerline close
to the outer wall, specifically at y = 0.9045, z = 0.5.
These conditions are met only once per period, thus if
the oscillation is periodic the system will cross the section
every T time units, and the numerical values will be the
same.
The open circles in figure 1 indicate the values of the
squared velocity 2-norm in the stationary regime. The
first bifurcation from a steady regime to an unsteady,
periodic regime occurs at De = 128.32. This specific
Dean number will be henceforth be referred to as the
critical Dean number Dec. In the same figure, the black
dots represent the values of the squared 2-norm of the
velocity vector at each crossing of the Poincare´-like sec-
tion, for each De the simulation was run for at least 10
periods. Hence the periodic behaviour is represented by
at least 10 superposed points, as can be seen for instance
at De = 130.
By increasing the Dean number, we see that the system
holds its periodicity until De ≈ 193 (using the definition
of De in equation 5, which is not the same used in Wang
and Yang 27,31), where it becomes aperiodic. Wang and
Yang 27,31 also saw a change in behaviour in that Dean
number range, a slight increase and then a decrease in the
period, but they did not mention to observe aperiodic-
ity. This aperiodic regime is only observed over a narrow
range of De, already at De = 195 the system is complex
enough to be considered as chaotic. Analysing the mag-
nified part in figure 1, we notice the presence of a new
solution branch to which the system abruptly jumps back
and forth. The increase in complexity is then very rapid,
between De = 125 and 214 the system is chaotic with
values of the velocity norm that remain enclosed in the
envelope of the two former branches. Between De = 214
and 227 the values no longer lie within the same envelope,
probably due to the presence of a third branch (which was
indeed observed by Wang and Yang 31). For De > 227
the system very quickly returns to a stationary regime,
which lasts until De = 318, where very mild, periodic os-
cillations are observed up to De = 323. For higher Dean
numbers the system rapidly becomes again chaotic, no
stationary or periodic regimes were observed for higher
Dean numbers.
The changes in regime observed for the present model
are in very good agreement with the literature. In partic-
ular the critical Dean number given by the model, Dec =
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FIG. 1. Filled circles: values of the squared 2-norm of the velocity vector at the instants when the Poincare´ section is crossed.
Open circles: values of the square of the 2-norm of the velocity vector in the stationary cases. The first bifurcation from a
steady regime to an unsteady, periodic regime occurs at De = 128.32. Starting from De ≈ 193 we observe two periods which
are incommensurable, characteristic of the aperiodic regime. Then the system quickly evolves into chaos from De ≈ 195.
For De ∈ [227, 318] the system is again stationary, after a narrow periodicity interval the system becomes again chaotic at
De = 324. A magnification of the bifurcation diagram for De ∈ [190, 230] is shown in the inset
128.32, is in excellent accordance with the Dec = 128.22
by Wang and Yang 31 , which is one of the most accu-
rate studies available, or Dec = 129.71 by Winters
16 .
Both these results were obtained by solving the full 2D
Navier Stokes equations in polar coordinates without low
curvature approximation, thus with two control param-
eters. The bifurcation to the new steady state occurs at
De = 227 with our model, which is slightly above the
value obtained in Ref 31, De = 217. The agreement is
better for the next bifurcation to chaos, which is observed
at De = 323 for both models.
Nonetheless a difference is observed at the end of the
stationary region: in the section between De = 318 and
323 our model produces slight periodic oscillations, while
Wang and Yang 31 report an aperiodic oscillation from
De = 312 until the beginning of the chaotic region at
De = 323.
B. The periodic regime
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the oscillation period
on De in the periodic regime. The open circles represent
the time intervals between two crossings of the Poincare´
section, i.e. the period. As for figure 1, the symbols
are the superposition of several circles, onto one position
for a periodic signal, and two or more in the aperiodic
or chaotic regime. At De > 193 there is a progressive
separation in two different set of circles, this identifies the
aperiodicity seen in figure 1. Wang and Yang 31 report
T = 0.159 at De = 182.2, retrieved with the full NS
equations while the present model gives T = 0.1579 at
the same De. Between Dec and De = 150 the period
dependence on De follows the law:
T =
1.013
(De −Dec)0.53
which is represented with a dashed curve in the figure
and is close to a −0.5 power law in agreement with su-
percritical pitchfork bifurcation. In fact, the computed
exponent approaches the theoretical value of −0.5 when
the curve fitting is restricted to Dean numbers close to
the critical value, in agreement with the weakly non lin-
ear framework for the theoretical −0.5 value.
The spectrum in figure 3 shows the amplitudes of the
Fourier modes of the cross stream velocity w measured
at y = 0.9045, z = 0.5 at De = 130, thus in the periodic
regime. The spectrum was obtained by means of the FFT
on a time series collected over 5 oscillation periods. The
rapid exponential decrease of the amplitude of the modes
with increasing pulsations indicates that the temporal
dynamic in the periodic regime is dominated by the first
oscillating mode.
The trajectory approaches and leaves periodically the
vicinity of two equilibrium states, where the fluid’s dy-
namics slows down and its velocity fields resembles that
of the equilibrium. These two equilibria are symmetric
with respect to the spanwise direction (z) and are some-
times referred to as the 2 and 4 vortices solutions7,8,12,16.
The vector fields of these two solutions are shown on the
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FIG. 2. The oscillation period follows the law:
T ∝ (De−Dec)
γ , represented by dashed line, with γ = 0.53,
and Dec = 128.32. Above De ≈ 193 we observe the first part
of aperiodic regime, which gives rise to higher complexity for
higher De, see also figure 1.
FIG. 3. Cross stream velocity w spectrum, De = 130. The
dynamics is dominated by the first mode, which corresponds
to a period T = 0.7764. Coherently with the observations
and the symmetry of the problem, the zero mode vanishes in
the spectrum, since the average w is vanishing
left part of figure 4. However the 2 or 4 vortices classi-
fication can be misleading, because for De > 122.5 the
2 vortices solution presents in truth 4 cells, even if the
additional cells are much less intense than those observed
in the 4 cell case. This was also observed by Watanabe
and Yanase 32 who named the solutions the weak and the
strong 4 vortices solutions. We will henceforth use this
designation.
These streamwise vortices are the result of two differ-
ent physical mechanisms. First, for confined curved flow,
like in duct or pipe, the Coriolis acceleration (−De · u2
which is non-homogeneous in spanwise direction) is in
equilibrium with the radial pressure gradient (∂p/∂y).
As a consequence there is a spanwise pressure gradi-
ent (∂p/∂z 6= 0) which induces spanwise flow (w 6= 0).
This mechanism is responsible of the so-called Dean
vortices1–3 which correspond to the 2-vortices steady so-
lution mentioned above. Secondly, for a flow over a
concave wall, when the wall-normal pressure gradient
(∂p/∂y) is strong enough, it can give rise to streamwise
counter-rotating vortices, this phenomenon is known as
the Taylor-Go¨rtler instability. The spanwise wavelength
increases with the Reynolds number. The concomitance
of these two mechanisms leads to the complexity men-
tioned above, with the observation of 4 strong or weak
cells32, and the possibility to observe 6 or more cells for
higher Dean number.
Both the weak and strong 4 vortices steady solu-
tions are observed even for subcritical Dean numbers.
The strong 4-vortices solution is linearly unstable to
non-symmetric perturbations (and stable otherwise)16,33,
whereas for De < Dec the weak 4 vortices solution is lin-
early stable.
This fact can be shown by performing linear stability
analysis of those two equilibrium states at Dec. The NS
equations are linearized around either of the steady state
solutions and the perturbations can be expressed in the
form
q′(y, z, t) =
∑
n
Qn(y, z)e
σnt (7)
where Qn is the n
th eigenmode associated to the eigen-
value σn. The real and imaginary parts of σ are the
growth rate and the pulsation, respectively. The equilib-
rium state is unstable if the real part of at least one σn is
positive and stable otherwise. The asymptotic behaviour
is determined by the least stable mode. Numerically this
least stable mode is calculated with
σ =
1∫
S
q∗q dS
∫
S
q∗
∂q
∂t
dS (8)
(the ∗ denotes the complex conjugate) until convergence
in the growth rate. The linear simulations are performed
by imposing symmetry or anti-symmetry. Table I shows
the eigenvalues of the most amplified mode for the weak
and strong 4-vortices solutions and for symmetric and
anti-symmetric perturbations. Alike in the literature
previously mentioned, the strong 4 vortices solution is
stable to symmetric perturbations and unstable to anti-
symmetric ones. The weak 4-vortices solution is linearly
stable to any perturbation in the subcritical regime.
Thus, when the system is non-symmetrically perturbed
for De < Dec, it evolves close to the strong 4-vortices
solution, which is a saddle point, thus the trajectory is
ejected and the system eventually returns to the weak
4 cell solution, which is the global attractor. This is
the reason why the latter is the observed solution in di-
rect numerical simulation or experiments in the subcrit-
ical regime. When the system is non-symmetrically per-
turbed for De > Dec, the weak 4-vortices solution also
becomes linearly unstable, a perturbation will therefore
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TABLE I. Eigenvalue of the most unstable eigenmode of the
strong and weak 4-vortices solutions at Dec = 128.32, ob-
tained by means of the linear stability analysis. The conver-
gence was stopped when the change in value dropped below
10−4. The eigenvalues can be considered as real, in other
words the pulsation is numerically zero.
Symmetry Antisymmetry
Strong 4 vortices −40.20 + 0i +44.215 − 4.5 · 10−4 i
Weak 4 vortices −0.540 − 4.6 · 10−4 i −22.371 − 4.6 · 10−4 i
initiate a cycle between the two solutions. The periodic
orbit of the system at De = 130 is depicted in figure 4 in
a state space diagram spanned with the energy injection
and squared velocity 2-norm. The system follows the di-
rection indicated by the small arrow in the center of the
figure. Starting in the proximity of the weak 4 vortices
solution (indicated with the black circle at the bottom
left) the flow evolves towards the strong 4 vortices so-
lution (indicated with the black square at the top left).
The system then loses its symmetry, which is consistent
with the instability to asymmetric perturbations of this
solution. The two upper vortices collapse into one lat-
eral vortex, producing a burst. The system then rapidly
returns to a symmetric state, namely the weak 4 vortices
solution.
The trajectory is attracted by the stable manifold
(symmetric) of the strong 4-vortices equilibrium, it then
leaves this region along the unstable manifold (antisym-
metric) and heads to the second equilibrium state (weak
4-vortices). If De > Dec, then the trajectory follows
the second heteroclinic orbit along the unstable manifold
(symmetric) of the weak 4-vortices equilibrium, it then
heads to the strong 4-vortices equilibrium state, closing
the cycle. These two heteroclinic orbits between the two
equilibria constitute a heteroclinic cycle which can be
suppressed by imposing spanwise symmetry.
C. High Dean regime, De = 104
The application of dynamical systems ideas to fluid
mechanical problems has provided much insight into the
ways fluids transit from a laminar state to a turbulent
one. The identification of the different routes to chaos
suggests they can also be routes to turbulence that lead
from a laminar flow state through various bifurcations
to a turbulent attractor. In this section we introduce a
relatively high Dean number simulation, at De = 104.
The numerical parameters needed to be adapted Ny =
Nz = 501, ∆t = 10−8. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of
isocontours of the streamwise velocity u. As can be seen
the topology changes drastically as compared to the 2
or 4 cells solutions observed so far at much lower Dean
number (figure 4).
The solid no-slip walls are source of filament
structures34, which are advected away from the walls and
disrupt the Dean vortices. While Dean vortices fill the
whole domain, in other words they scale with the duct
height h, the filament structures scale with the vorticity
thickness at the wall. The ratio between these two length
scales is related to the Dean number, thus for high Dean
number we observe a multiscale dynamic leading to a
complex spatio-temporal pattern. The 2D restriction is
too strong to qualify this flow as realistically turbulent,
nonetheless the richness of this minimal model permits to
investigate turbulence within a dynamical system frame-
work (see the recent discussion on the subject in Ref 35
and references therein).
IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper we developed a simplified model for the
flow in a weakly curved square duct, in line with the
work by Dean 1 . However, while the original Dean model
is based on a truncation at O(h/R), the present model is
truncated at O(
√
h/R), the square root comes from the
use of two characteristic velocities. The simplified model
is Cartesian and is governed by one control parameter,
the numerical solution is therefore much simpler com-
pared to the full Navier Stokes equations in polar coordi-
nates. We compared the results with the literature16,31,
finding a very good agreement in the bifurcation points
and the oscillation period.
Moreover the model allowed us to investigate the pe-
riodic regime of the system in terms of both bifurcations
and physical mechanisms, in addition, it was shown that
the observed periodicity results of a heteroclinic cycle
constituted by two heteroclinic orbits between the two
equilibria: the weak and the strong 4-vortices solutions.
The trajectory is backward asymptotic to one equilib-
rium state and forward asymptotic to the other and re-
ciprocally on the way back closing a heteroclinic cycle.
The model is an example of deterministic chaos in fluid
flows, as already seen in Rayleigh-Be´nard convection or
in Taylor-Couette flow between two rotating cylinders.
Nonetheless these flows differ by the coupling term gen-
erating the streamwise vortices. In the present work this
term is quadratic (−De u2) while it is linear in rotating
or convective cases. This difference deserves investiga-
tions, and that was the original objective of the present
paper. In that purpose, the complete program to solve
2D Navier-Stokes equations is made freely available.
Although presented in 2D in this paper, the present
model was originally developed in 3D. In a future work
we plan to extend our analysis to more complex flows,
namely using the 3D version of the present model. A step
was made in that direction by Ravi Sankar, Nandakumar,
and Masliyah 36 for steady flows, and it appears interest-
ing to continue towards more complex dynamics induced
by turbulent inflow boundary conditions. In order to in-
vestigate the paradoxical effect of curvature: stabilising
turbulence17–19,25 on one hand and generating peculiar
streamwise vortices on the other hand.
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FIG. 4. Injection-velocity norm phase diagram at De = 130. The system follows a periodic orbit passing close to the 2
stationary solutions, indicated by the solid circle (I ≈ 41.5, ||u||22 ≈ 0.655) and the solid square ((I ≈ 43.5, ||u||
2
2 ≈ 0.647)). The
long arrows indicate the instantaneous states of the system. The flow evolves following the small arrow: from the weak 4-cells,
symmetric state to the symmetric strong 4-cells, when symmetry is broken a kinetic energy burst is observed. The system then
returns to a weak 4-cells state regaining its symmetry.
FIG. 5. Isocontour of the streamwise velocity u. Snapshot of
simulation at De = 104
Appendix A: The code
Equations (4) are solved using a solver based on Cheby-
shev collocation method. The time marching combines
a fourth-order Adams-Bashforth scheme and a fourth-
order backward differentiation scheme, with the viscous
term treated implicitly37.
The divergence-free condition is achieved with the
prediction-projection scheme by Chorin and Temam (for
an exhaustive review about projection methods see Ref
38). Pressure is computed using polynomials of 2 orders
less than those used for the velocities, in order for the
pressure field to remain unpolluted of spurious modes.
The same grid is used for pressure and velocity fields and
TABLE II. Comparison between two calculations at De =
150, the quantities reported are averaged over one time pe-
riod. The coarser space (N , number of grid points) and time
discretisations (third line of the table) are those used in the
rest of the paper, the finer simulation is used as a benchmark.
Very little differences are observed in the results: the period T
varies of a quantity compatible with the dt itself, the average
pressure gradient dP/dx and the streamwise and span wise
dissipations εu,εvw exhibit very limited differences. The dif-
ferences between the streamwise pressure gradient (equal to
the energy injection if Ub = 1) and the streamwise dissipation
indicate the level of convergence of the respective calculations.
Ny ×Nz ∆t T dP/dx εu εvw
101 × 101 1 · 10−6 0.20132 −44.5091 44.5066 11.43055
31× 31 1.2 · 10−5 0.2013 −44.513 44.5130 11.43557
no pressure boundary condition is required. For further
details on the accuracy and stability of the method see
Ref 39. This numerical method was found to be accurate
enough to compute the subcritical transition to turbu-
lence in square duct flows40. Most of the results have
been obtained with a grid composed ofNy×Nz = 31×31
Chebyshev points, with a time step (∆t) of 1.2 · 10−5. A
quantitative comparison with a simulation performed us-
ing finer time step and grid can be found in table II. The
error in the oscillation period is of the same order of the
time-step, the differences in the streamwise pressure gra-
dient and streamwise and cross-stream dissipations aver-
aged on one time period are below 5%, despite a more
than ten-fold increase in the number of grid points and a
12-times finer time-step. The agreement between the av-
erage dissipation and pressure gradient in the streamwise
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direction testifies the convergence of the calculations.
Pages 9 and 10 contain the source code used to gen-
erate the data shown in the present paper. This version
of the code mostly contains the calculating core of the
program, while the most part of the post-processing was
not included for clarity. Some quantities of interest are
however added for validation purposes (the streamwise
pressure gradient and the dissipations in streamwise di-
rection and the dissipation in cross-flow directions x and
y, z-). The reader is encouraged to run the program and
compare the results obtained with those reported in table
II. The simulation is initialized with the laminar solution
plus a random velocity field, thus the initial transient
shows a little sensitivity from run to run. The ’functions’
file is composed by four methods, inserted in a class for
practicality. The ’constBulk’ method uses a bisection al-
gorithm to iteratively calculate the streamwise pressure
gradient required to maintain the target streamwise bulk
velocity (Ub = 1 in the present paper). The ’Chebyshev’
method is used to define the grid, the derivation matri-
ces for velocity and pressure and the integration weights.
The other two methods are auxiliaries for the ’Cheby-
shev’ method. The first part of the ’main’ file serves as
initialization, here we define the operators for derivations
and integrations in y and z, the extrapolation (ci, di) and
the time integration (a1, bi) coefficients. Finally we set
the initial condition with the laminar flow solution in
a straight duct (Ulam), with some additional random
noise.
The following part is the actual time loop. In the first
part we compute the right-hand-side term (explicit) of
the equations, then the solution is updated for the next
time-steps before calculating the new predicted velocity
field. This is then corrected to enforce the divergence free
condition following the prediction-projection method by
Chorin and Temam. As a last step of the loop the stream-
wise pressure gradient is calculated using the bisection
method mentioned above, and the streamwise velocity is
corrected as well.
The code is available for download in the online ver-
sion of the paper, but can also be copy-pasted from the
present .pdf file and saved in two files: main.py and
functions.py, in the same folder. In this case particular
attention must be paid on accurately copying the inden-
tations, which are essential in a python program. The
present results were obtained by running the program
on a linux machine using the Anaconda distribution of
python version 3.6.4. The code also works on python 2.7
(a test was run on the Anaconda distribution of python
2.7.16).
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1. Main
import numpy as np
from functions import functions_cl as ff
De=150 ; dt=1e-5
Ny = 31; Nz = Ny
# Chebyshev collocation method, operators definition
cc=ff()
[Y,D1,D2,Dpy,WY]=cc.Chebyshev(Ny)
Y=(1-Y)/2; WY=-WY/2; D1=D1*2
y = Y[1:-1]; Wy = WY[1:-1]; Dy = -D1[1:Ny-1,1:Ny-1]; D2y = 4*D2[1:Ny-1,1:Ny-1]; Dpy=-2*Dpy; Ay = np.dot(Dy,Dpy)
[Ey_u,Qy_u] = np.linalg.eig(D2y); invQy_u=np.linalg.inv(Qy_u); Ey_u=(np.tile(Ey_u, [Nz-2,1])).T
[Ey_p,Qy_p] = np.linalg.eig(Ay); invQy_p=np.linalg.inv(Qy_p); Ey_p=(np.tile(Ey_p, [Nz-2,1])).T
Dz=np.transpose(Dy); D2z=np.transpose(D2y); Dpz=np.transpose(Dpy); Az=np.transpose(Ay);
Qz_u=np.transpose(Qy_u); invQz_u=np.transpose(invQy_u); Ez_u=np.transpose(Ey_u);
Qz_p=np.transpose(Qy_p); invQz_p=np.transpose(invQy_p); Ez_p=np.transpose(Ey_p);
d1 = 4.;d2 = -6.;d3 = 4.;d4 = -1. # extrapolation coefficients
c1 = 2.;c2 = -1.;c3 = 0.;c4 = 0. # lower order for pressure
a1 = 25/12.;b1 = -4.;b2 = 3.;b3 = -4/3.;b4 = 1/4.;sig = a1/dt # Backward Euler
# initializing flow field
Ulam =np.dot(np.dot( Qy_u,( np.dot ( np.dot( invQy_u,(-np.ones((Ny-2,Nz-2))) ) , invQz_u)/(Ey_u+Ez_u)) ),Qz_u)
Ulam = Ulam/( np.transpose(Wy).dot(Ulam).dot(Wy) )
Px=Wy.dot(Dy[0,:].dot(Ulam))*4
uf1=np.copy(Ulam)+np.random.rand(Ny-2,Ny-2)*1e-2; uf2=np.copy(uf1);uf3=np.copy(uf1);uf4=np.copy(uf1);
vf1=np.zeros((Ny-2,Ny-2)); vf2=np.copy(vf1); vf3=np.copy(vf1); vf4=np.copy(vf1)
wf1=np.zeros((Ny-2,Ny-2)); wf2=np.copy(wf1); wf3=np.copy(wf1); wf4=np.copy(wf1)
pf1=np.zeros((Ny-2,Ny-2)); pf2=np.copy(pf1); pf3=np.copy(pf1); pf4=np.copy(pf1)
timeEnd=1 ;k=0 ;U=np.zeros((Ny,Nz))
time=[0] ;Px_time=[0] ;V=np.zeros((Ny,Nz))
dissip_u=[0];dissip_vw=[0];W=np.zeros((Ny,Nz))
# ------------------------
# starting time loop
while time[-1] < timeEnd:
k+=1
u=d1*uf1+d2*uf2+d3*uf3+d4*uf4
v=d1*vf1+d2*vf2+d3*vf3+d4*vf4
w=d1*wf1+d2*wf2+d3*wf3+d4*wf4
p=c1*pf1+c2*pf2+c3*pf3+c4*pf4
# ----- calculating right hand side ----- #
rhs_u = -( b1*uf1+b2*uf2+b3*uf3+b4*uf4 )/dt +De*(-v*(Dy.dot(u)) -w*(u.dot(Dz)))
rhs_v = -( b1*vf1+b2*vf2+b3*vf3+b4*vf4 )/dt +De*(-v*(Dy.dot(v)) -w*(v.dot(Dz)) +u**2) - Dpy.dot(p)
rhs_w = -( b1*wf1+b2*wf2+b3*wf3+b4*wf4 )/dt +De*(-v*(Dy.dot(w)) -w*(w.dot(Dz))) - p.dot(Dpz)
# --------------- update ---------------- #
uf4=np.copy(uf3); uf3=np.copy(uf2); uf2=np.copy(uf1);
vf4=np.copy(vf3); vf3=np.copy(vf2); vf2=np.copy(vf1);
wf4=np.copy(wf3); wf3=np.copy(wf2); wf2=np.copy(wf1);
pf4=np.copy(pf3); pf3=np.copy(pf2); pf2=np.copy(pf1);
# ------------- prediction ------------- #
uf1 = Qy_u.dot( (invQy_u.dot(rhs_u).dot(invQz_u)) / (sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) ).dot(Qz_u)
vf1 = Qy_u.dot( (invQy_u.dot(rhs_v).dot(invQz_u)) / (sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) ).dot(Qz_u)
wf1 = Qy_u.dot( (invQy_u.dot(rhs_w).dot(invQz_u)) / (sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) ).dot(Qz_u)
# ------------- projection ------------- #
div = Dy.dot(vf1)+wf1.dot(Dz)
RHSP = sig*div + Ay.dot(p) + p.dot(Az)
pf1 = Qy_p.dot( ((invQy_p.dot(RHSP)).dot(invQz_p))/(Ey_p+Ez_p)).dot(Qz_p)
vf1 -= 1.0/sig*Dpy.dot((pf1-p))
wf1 -= 1.0/sig*(pf1-p).dot(Dpz)
Px = ff.constBulk(Px,Qy_u,invQy_u,Ey_u,Qz_u,invQz_u,Ez_u,sig,Wy,rhs_u)
uf1 = np.dot( Qy_u,( ( np.dot( invQy_u,(rhs_u-Px ) ).dot(invQz_u) )/(sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) ) ).dot(Qz_u)
if( k % 200 ) == 0:
time.append(k*dt) ; Px_time.append(Px)
# ------------------------ calculating dissipation ------------------------ #
# ---- derivative is non zero on boundary -> adding the implicit point ---- #
U[1:-1,1:-1]=u; V[1:-1,1:-1]=v; W[1:-1,1:-1]=w
dissip_u.append(WY.dot((D1.dot(U))**2 + (U.dot(D1.T))**2).dot(WY) )
dissip_vw.append(WY.dot((D1.dot(V))**2+(D1.dot(W))**2+(V.dot(D1.T))**2+(W.dot(D1.T))**2).dot(WY))
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
divafter=Dy.dot(v)+w.dot(Dz)
print(’time: ’+str(’%0.3f’%time[-1])+ ’ str-wise dissip:’+str(’%0.3f’%dissip_u[-1])+
’ div before/after proj: ’ +str(’%0.3e’%np.abs(div).max()) +’/’+
str(’%0.3e’%np.abs(divafter).max()) +’ u bulk error:’+str(’%0.3e’%(Wy.dot(uf1).dot(Wy)-1)))
print(’average stream-wise dissipation: ’+str(’%0.5f’%(np.asarray( dissip_u [100:] ).mean())))
print(’average stream-wise press grad : ’+str(’%0.5f’%(np.asarray( Px_time [100:] ).mean())))
print(’average span-wise dissipation: ’+str(’%0.5f’%(np.asarray( dissip_vw[100:] ).mean())))
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2. Functions
import numpy as np
class functions_cl:
# ------------------------------------------
# generation of grid and derivation matrices
@staticmethod
def cheb(N):
if N == 0:
D = 0
x = 1
ll=(D,x)
return ll
x = np.cos( np.pi*np.arange(N+1)/float(N) )
c=np.ones(N+1)
c[[0,-1]]=2
c=c*(-1)**(np.arange(N+1))
X = np.transpose(np.tile(x,[N+1,1]) )
dX = X-np.transpose(X)
# off-diagonal entries
D = np.outer(c ,1/c) / (dX+np.eye(N+1))
# diagonal entries
D = D - np.diag(np.sum( np.transpose(D),0 ))
return D,x
@staticmethod
def clencurt(N):
# CLENCURT nodes x (Chebyshev points) and weights w
# for Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature
theta = np.pi*np.arange(N+1)/N
w = np.zeros(N+1)
ii = range(1,N)
v = np.ones(N-1)
if np.mod(N,2)==0:
w[0] = 1./(N**2-1)
w[N] = w[0]
for k in np.arange (1,N/2):
v = v - 2*np.cos(2*k*theta[ii])/(4*k**2-1)
v = v - np.cos(N*theta[ii])/(N**2-1)
else:
w[0] = 1./N**2
w[N] = w[0]
for k in np.arange (1,(N-1)/2+1):
v = v - 2*np.cos(2*k*theta[ii]) / (4*k**2-1)
w[ii] = 2.*v/N
return w
def Chebyshev(self,Ny):
[Dy,y] = self.cheb(Ny-1)
D2y = np.dot(Dy,Dy)
Wy = self.clencurt(Ny-1)
#Wy = ChebyshevCl.clencurt(Ny-1)
# see Botella, Dpy : derivative matrix without implicit BC
c = (np.sin( np.pi*(np.arange(1,Ny-1))/(Ny-1) )**2) *(-1) ** np.arange(1,Ny-1)
X = np.transpose(np.tile(y[1:Ny-1],[Ny-2,1]))
dX = X-np.transpose(X)
# off-diagonal entries
D0 = np.outer((1./c),c)/(dX+(np.eye(Ny-2)))
# diagonal entries
Dpy = D0 - np.diag(np.sum(D0,1))
return (y,Dy,D2y,Dpy,Wy)
# -----------------------------------
# Bisection method for mean flow
@staticmethod
def constBulk(Px,Qy_u,invQy_u,Ey_u,Qz_u,invQz_u,Ez_u,sig,Wy,rhs_u):
Px1=Px-.2; uf1 = np.dot( Qy_u.dot( ( invQy_u.dot(rhs_u-Px) ) ).dot(invQz_u)/(sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) , Qz_u);
Q1=np.dot(np.dot(Wy,uf1),Wy);
Px2=Px+.2; uf1 = np.dot( Qy_u.dot( ( invQy_u.dot(rhs_u-Px) ) ).dot(invQz_u)/(sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) , Qz_u);
Q2=np.dot(np.dot(Wy,uf1),Wy);
iter=1; Q=(Q2+Q1)/2;
while abs(Q-1) > 1e-14:
Px = (Px1+Px2)/2;
uf1 = np.dot( Qy_u.dot( (invQy_u.dot((rhs_u-Px)) ).dot(invQz_u) / (sig-Ey_u-Ez_u) ) , Qz_u )
Q=np.dot( np.dot(Wy,uf1),Wy )
if Q>1:
Px1=Px
else:
Px2=Px
iter+=1
if iter >=300:
break
return Px
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